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A powerful, sometimes gentle, blend of rich vocals with an adventurous mix of eclectic acoustic adult

contemporary, alt-pop and alt-country. 12 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Soft Rock, ROCK: Acoustic

Details: Mitchelle (pronounced like the boy's name, Mitchell) Tanner is a San Francisco Bay Area-based

singer-songwriter. Dawn of the Night Flyers showcases 11 original tunes - with breathtaking cover artistry

by James Steidl. Many kind souls participated in the creation of the final product all are thanked in the

liner notes, including multi-instrumentalist Kevin Harris who arranged, produced and helped bring to life

many of the songs in the collection. "Diverse, emotional, sultry and smooth are just a few words that could

be used to describe Mitchelle Tanner. "In an Indie world overflowing with talented female singer

songwriters, Mitchelle stands a full head above the crowd. Her songwriting is not only fresh and creative,

it has a nice sharp edge that only adds to its appeal. "The emotional levels expressed in her vocals are at

once satin smooth and instictively raw - she knows just where to place the emotional emphasis in her

tunes to give the most impact. "This album is well produced, the content is creative and full of originality,

and her performance and that of the accompanying artists is all pro. This is an artist I will be keeping an

eye on." - Bobby Bensley, CMAP Music International A NOTE FROM MITCHELLE: "These are

challenging and intense times we're living in. For all of you fellow/sister artists, musicians, writers, positive

and passionate creators of all kinds, I give my deepest bow of respect and urge you to continue to make

your creative mark in the world, uncensored, no holds barred. The world needs you, your passion, your

fearlessness, your heart and your voice, now more than ever. "Thanks for supporting music by

purchasing indie CDs for your holiday gifts this year and every year, and come on out and see me and my

band live when you can (mitchelletanner.com). Don't forget to come up and introduce yourself. Live your

dreams Mitchelle" Note: Keep tabs on new recordings (currently working on the long-awaited second CD
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release), gigs, band updates and more at: mitchelletanner.com.
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